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Otter Tail Power Company, as a member of the Edison Electric Institute, has joined with member
companies to provide environmental, social, governance, and sustainability (ESG/sustainability)
information that offers investors and others additional insight into our commitments to sustainability.

Section 1: Qualitative information
Otter Tail Power Company, the largest operating company of Otter Tail Corporation, serves more than
132,500 customers who live in 422 communities throughout eastern North Dakota, northeastern South
Dakota, and western Minnesota.
We continue to be innovative as we modernize our electric grid, enhance customers’ experiences, and
work toward a cleaner energy future. Our balanced approach is testament to our mission to responsibly
produce and deliver electricity and improve the quality of life where we do business.

Governance
Board of Directors and management
Otter Tail Power Company is a subsidiary of Otter Tail Corporation. The Corporation’s Board of Directors,
currently consisting of nine members, is committed to sound corporate governance policies and
practices. Eight board members are independent, including all members of the Compensation,
Corporate Governance, and Audit Committees. The Corporation’s Proxy Statement provides further
information about our corporate governance practices and the risks overseen by each of the
Committees.
Otter Tail Corporation’s goal is a balanced and diverse board, with members whose collective skills,
backgrounds, and experience are complementary and, when taken together, cover the areas that impact
our businesses. As set forth in the Corporate Governance Committee Charter, Otter Tail Corporation
requires that when director nominees are chosen, the pool of candidates include qualified female and
racially or ethnically diverse candidates.
The Board of Directors, acting as a committee of the whole, oversees the Corporation’s comprehensive
business risk management program. The Internal Audit and Business Risk Management Department uses
a framework to allow the Executive Risk Committee, which consists of the senior executive officers of
the Corporation, to identify, assess, and manage key and emerging risks, including emerging public
policy, environmental risks such as climate change, and cybersecurity risks. The Corporation integrates
the program within ongoing strategic planning processes. Management is responsible for day-to-day risk
management, and reporting occurs at least quarterly from Otter Tail Power Company to the Board of
Directors. The Corporation—and Otter Tail Power Company—encourages a risk-aware culture through
its Code of Conduct, core values, and leadership style.
In addition to the Internal Audit and Business Risk Management Department, Otter Tail Corporation
maintains departments and committees that research, recommend, implement, and report workforce
and sustainability efforts.
Leaders throughout our company oversee efforts to ensure safe, respectful, and inclusive work
environments where all people can thrive. We expect and are committed to diversity, equity, and

inclusion as part of who we are, what we value, and how we achieve individual, business, and
community success.

Protecting our systems, networks, and programs
The risk of cybersecurity incidents poses a serious threat to the privacy of customer data and to the
reliable operation of the electric system. To mitigate risk, we continue to secure and update systems
and software and educate and train employees on security and awareness. We are regulated by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to comply with the Critical Infrastructure Protection
Cybersecurity Standards. To comply with these regulatory standards, we leverage policies, processes,
controls, and technologies to maintain physical, electronic, and protected-information security and
implement specific programs for sites identified as impacted facilities.
Presently, we have a vice president on the Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO) Board of Directors;
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Reliability Issues Steering Committee, which
is the highest-level executive committee reporting to the NERC Board of Trustees; and the MRO
Reliability Advisory Council. We also are a member of the North American Transmission Forum.
We have participated in NERC GridEx events since their inception in 2011 and have been a participant in
numerous other emergency preparedness exercises at the state and local levels. Our involvement is
integrally tied to managing and mitigating risk to ensure our company is prepared to provide reliable
operations.
We currently participate in the Cyber Mutual Assistance (CMA) program sponsored by the Electricity
Subsector Coordinating Council (ESCC). The CMA program is composed of industry cyber experts who
can provide voluntary assistance to each other in advance of, or in the event of, a disruption of electric
or natural gas service, systems, and/or IT infrastructure due to a cyber emergency.

Strategy
A cross-functional team coordinates and manages multiple streams of ESG and sustainability
information, collecting internal data, sharing best practices, and collectively participating in
sustainability reporting.

Resource plan plays important role in sustainability efforts
Our Integrated Resource Plan identifies the most cost-effective combination of resources for safely and
reliably meeting customers’ energy needs for the next 15 years.
While this report is based on 2020 data, it’s important to note that on September 1, 2021, we submitted
our 2022-2036 Integrated Resource Plan to regulatory commissions in each of the three states we serve.
We spent two years analyzing robust market data and engaging with people and organizations across
our service area, including updates with our regulatory commissions, who helped inform the analysis.
In our preferred plan, we requested authority to add dual fuel capability at Astoria Station, which is in
South Dakota and is fueled in part by natural gas from North Dakota’s Williston Basin, add 150
megawatts of solar at a location yet to be determined, and commence the process of withdrawal from
our 35% ownership interest in our jointly-owned coal-fired Coyote Station in North Dakota in 2028.

We continue to be innovative as we execute our resource plan and transition to a lower-carbon,
increasingly clean energy future and implement programs that provide our customers with more options
related to their energy use.
We project that by 2023 our customers will receive approximately 35 percent of their energy from
renewable resources. Based on current dispatch levels of both Big Stone Plant and Coyote Station, our
target is to reduce carbon emissions from generation resources we own 50 percent from 2005 levels
by 2025 and 97 percent by 2050. We will achieve these targets while keeping residential rates among
the lowest in the nation.
Wind energy
Our service area has some of the best wind resources in the country to produce low-cost energy. Since
2007 we have invested more than $300 million to harness this renewable resource.
Our 150-MW Merricourt Wind Energy Center started producing electricity in late December 2020. It
strengthens our commitment to renewable energy and lower emissions. And, because of advances in
technology, we expect this wind farm will have high energy output—even by North Dakota standards.
Merricourt is our largest-ever capital investment.
Solar energy
In 2013 Minnesota legislators enacted a Solar Energy Standard that requires Minnesota electric investorowned utilities to provide at least 1.5 percent of sales from solar energy by 2020. For us, this is 20 to 25
MW and at least 10 percent of this requirement must come from systems 40 kilowatts (kW) or less. We
have purchased enough Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs) to meet Minnesota’s Solar Energy
Standard for 2020 and 2021.
In September 2020 we announced our plans to develop Hoot Lake Solar, a 49-megawatt solar farm in
Fergus Falls, Minnesota. We expect to complete construction in 2023.

Investing in a stronger and smarter grid
We invest in transmission and distribution projects to meet customers’ needs and to maintain the
system’s reliability. We’re a leader in the effort to strengthen the electrical grid, demonstrated by our
investment of more than $300 million in major 230-kV and 345-kV backbone projects across the regional
transmission grid during the past decade. These transmission projects have improved reliability of the
grid, increased system capacity to address growth in demand, and supported public policy by enabling
renewable energy projects. As the industry transitions to include more renewables with higher levels of
distributed generation and new energy storage technologies, we are conducting studies and identifying
system improvements to accommodate the generation mix of the future while leveraging new
technologies.
In addition, we’ve developed the System Infrastructure and Reliability Improvements (SIRI) initiative
centered around improving reliability and the health of assets used in the transmission and delivery of
energy. An aspect of the initiative is to better understand the overall health of our existing assets and
the current replacement programs in place for those assets. Within SIRI we have increased our
replacement spending for delivery assets by more than $10 million in 2021 and plan to continue to

increase replacement spending above historical amounts by approximately $15 million in the coming
years. We are also reviewing future delivery technologies to best serve customers.
And we’re modernizing our energy grid. We’ll enhance basic service offerings with smart meters and
communications technologies that enable greater energy efficiency and support more renewable energy
resources on our system and the regional grid. By replacing aging assets, we’ll also increase power
quality and reliability while making the grid more resilient to storms and cyber threats.
We will continue to enhance the customer experience with technology-enabled offerings such as
energy-control alerts, outage communications, enhanced online self-service, and more. We plan to
accomplish this transformation without sacrificing our low rates or the reliable service we deliver for our
customers.

Reducing energy use through efficiency
We continue to pursue aggressive energy-conservation goals and offer a portfolio of conservation
programs in Minnesota and South Dakota. Since 2005 we have continued to increase our investment in
these programs, because helping our customers save energy means helping them save money too. In
2020 our conservation efforts, partnered with those of our customers, led to $42.7 million in avoided
net energy and capacity costs over the life of the investments.

Enabling the adoption of electric vehicle infrastructure in rural areas
We believe electric transportation technology will play an important role in the future of our industry.
We’ve partnered with six communities in our service area to provide Level 2 electric vehicle charging
stations for residents and visitors. In 2021 we’ll begin installing direct current (DC) fast charging at
eleven sites across Minnesota with an additional ten communities hosting Level 2 charging. Providing
charging stations throughout our service area will make long stretches of highway between charging
stations navigable for drivers. We also offer our customers rebates and off-peak rates to encourage
them to install qualified charging stations at their homes or businesses.

Our future
A responsible past means a responsible future. For our shareholders, we will continue to strive to deliver
above-average returns through rate base growth opportunities. For our customers, we will continue to
work to achieve quality and value in everything we do. For our employees, we will continue our efforts
to provide an environment of opportunity with accountability where all people are valued and
empowered to do their best work.
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The information in this report, including the attached quantitative information, contains forward-looking
statements with respect to the plans, objectives, future performance and business of Otter Tail Corporation and its
subsidiaries. Statements preceded by, followed by or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “expect,”
“anticipate,” “continue,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “plan,” “believe,” or similar expressions are intended to identify
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and are
included, along with this statement, for purposes of complying with the safe harbor provisions of that Act. Such
statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from historical
results and those currently anticipated or projected. Such risks and uncertainties are set forth under the caption
“Risk Factors” and elsewhere in the documents filed by Otter Tail Corporation with the Securities and Exchange
Commission from time to time, and are incorporated herein by reference. You should not place undue reliance on
any such forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this report, and
Otter Tail Corporation undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances that occur after the date hereof.

